NOTES

1. ON EXISTING WATER MAINS USE NYLON COATED D.I. SADDLE WITH STAINLESS STEEL SINGLE STRAP, ROMAC 101NS, OR APPROVED EQUAL. ON NEW DUCTILE IRON WATER MAIN 6" DIA. OR LARGER, THE SERVICE MAY BE DIRECTLY TAPPED.

2. MINIMUM DISTANCE BETWEEN CORP STOPS SHALL BE 18'. MINIMUM DISTANCE BETWEEN TAPS, BETWEEN CORP STOP AND PIPE ENDS SHALL BE 24', ALL HORIZONTALLY STAGGERED.

3. PLASTIC METER BOXES SHALL NOT BE INSTALLED WITHIN ROADWAY, SIDEWALK, OR DRIVEWAYS.

4. WHEN METER BOXES ARE INSTALLED IN PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT OR SIDEWALK, CONTINUOUS FELT EXPANSION MATERIAL SURROUNDING THE PERIMETER OF THE METER BOX SHALL BE PROVIDED.

5. WHEN CONNECTING TO EXISTING SERVICE LINE CONTAINING FERROUS METAL, PROVIDE INSULATING COUPLING (DB SERIES WITH C21 SERIES ADAPTERS) AND PROVIDE REDUCER AS NECESSARY TO MATCH EXISTING SERVICE LINE DIAMETER.

6. SERVICE LINE SHALL BE PERPENDICULAR TO THE WATER MAIN AND STRAIGHT TO WATER METER, UNLESS OTHERWISE APPROVED BY CITY ENGINEER. PROVIDE WINDING SLACK IN THE SERVICE LINE BETWEEN THE MAIN AND WATER METER.

7. WATER METER SUPPLIED BY CITY.

8. ALL FITTINGS TO BE BRASS COMPRESSION TYPE, FORD QUICK JOINT OR EQUAL.

9. NO SERVICE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN BLOW-OFF AND END OF MAIN.